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Though you may fret me, yet you

cannot play upon me.

- William Shakespeare, Hamlet, 1601
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[overleaf]

The mountain dulcimer in its most

familiar form.
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APPALACHIAN DULCIMER

There is something daunting to the novice about making stringed instru-
ments. They look hard to do, but you can make a dulcimer, particularly if
you can borrow one to copy. You will do well to copy one that you like,
but if you prefer, you can follow the dimensions 1 give here and end up
with another one like the one I borrowed. The process I describe should
adapt to any design. If you have a good guitar shop nearby, you can usually
arrange to get hold of a dulcimer for long enough to copy it, and you can
buy strings, fretwire, and even pegs. This leaves you with eight or fewer
pieces of wood to shape and glue together into a box that sings.

Any good instrument begins with good wood that has been given
enough time to dry. You may even cut a tree with the instrument in mind.
Split pieces for the sides, head, and fretboard from a green walnut log,
thin them down, and put them away. Salvage an old poplar board from a
hog pen to use for the face and back. Clean it up and bring it inside to
dry. It all starts with good wood, you add the drying, and then you shape
all the parts and glue them together.

Start the head (called the scroll if you use the traditional snailshell carv-
ing) by sawing its outline from a 1 Winch-thick piece of walnut (or maple
or whatever hardwood you wish). The scroll is the traditional finial for a
violin, but as a decoration, it could just as well be the carved head of Elvis.
The peg hollow is the place in the center of the head where the strings
wind around the tuning pegs. Lay out the hollow with a double-toothed
morticing gauge, making sure to leave the side walls at least 5/i6 inch thick
to give the pegs sufficient grip. You can rough out the peg hollow quickly
by boring in at the scroll end with a 5/s inch auger, sawing down along the
grain, and then finishing up with a chisel.

Whether you like the looks of your head or not, without well-set tuning
pegs your instrument will not be playable. The pegs are simply levers that
allow you to increase or decrease the tension of the strings and wedges
that hold the adjustment once it's made. Achieving the friction fit of the
gently tapered pegs requires considerable patience and care. It is possible
to buy or make matched peg shavers and reamers that make the job quick
and easy, but 1 took the advice of a violin maker and bought viola pegs
at an instrument shop and fitted them by trial and error. Drive a peg in
hard and turn it so that it leaves shiny places on the interior walls of the
peg hole, then carefully remove the shiny spots with a rat-tail file. There
is a point of no return at which the hole becomes too big for the peg to fit
tightly. For this reason, it's a good idea to finish the head and make sure
its pegs are in working trim before you join it to the other parts.

The head and the tailpiece connect the sides like the stem and stern of a
boat. The sides meet these pieces at an angle, which can be formed with a
saw kerf or an open shoulder. The saw kerf will glue up without clamping,
but it makes later repairs tougher.
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Start the scroll by sawing it to the rough

shape and sawing the slots to hold the

sides. Rough in the peg hollow by boring

a hole at the end, sawing down the sides,

and chiseling out the wood in between.

Bending

On most familiar dulcimers, the sides are serpentine—not just for looks,
but for strength as well. The curved sides resist pressure in the same
way that a curved beaverdam does. Straight-grained wood shaved down
to Vie-inch thickness will bend with little trouble. You can easily ripsaw
down the edge of 1 ̂ -inch-thick wood for 3 feet to make this thin stock
Take good care as you plane down to the final smoothness and thickness.
Any grabbing and tearing of the grain will weaken the wood at that point
and cause it to snap or bend unevenly. Using a scraper and constantly
checking for thick spots (you can't do much about thin spots) is a safe way
to work. Interesting wood, like interesting people, can be challenging to
work with.

Successful bending of the sides, then, starts with the right wood care-
fully brought to an even thinness. Bending against a hot pipe exploits the
plastic nature of wood by softening the lignin and cellulose so that they
bend easily and take a permanent set when the wood cools. Some workers
use more water in this process than others, but the object is not to steam
or soak the wood into limpness (although some work that way). Dampen
the wood just enough to keep the surface that comes in contact with the
hot iron from scorching.
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Start bending a curve by heating the opposite (convex) face of the bend.
Keep the wood moving over the surface of the pipe. When it gets good
and hot, flip it over and, still constantly moving the wood, push down to
bend it. You will feel the wood give once it is hot enough. If you bend
wood around a hot stovepipe, you will know not to push too hard or you
will knock the pipe loose from the woodstove and cause a fire.

Bend the sides until they match the traced paper pattern of the dulcimer
you are copying. As you gain experience, you will find places where you
want to overbend or underbend to build tension into the instrument, but
for now, just try to get it on the line. Hold each curve until it is cool and

it will stay put with very little springback.

Soundboard and Back

Making the soundboard and the back is going to put you through some

heavy ripsawing. You can do it—it just takes a little time. 1 used an old,

green-hearted tulip poplar board from a hog pen and sawed it into two
Vfc-inch-thick sheets, 7 inches wide, ready for planing. The sawing takes
about thirty minutes for each cut, which gives you ample time to contem-

plate your recent misdeeds. You could make the job easier by cutting in
around the edges with a circular saw and just finishing up the middle with

Fit the pegs in holes gently tapered with a
rat-tail file. The boxwood nut fits between

the scroll and the fretboard.
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Bend the sides by holding them against a

hot stovepipe. A gluing frame holds the

sides as they are glued into the scroll and

tailpiece. This frame will serve through

the whole assembly process.

[opposite]
Carefully cut the soundholes through

the thin top by boring three holes in a

cloverleaf pattern and finishing with a

knife. The heart is just one of the most

common soundhole patterns; the

countless variations are distinctive as

makers' marks.

the handsaw. You could also rip wood 3V$ inches thick and glue the two
halves together along the center edge into a "book match." This is how fine
instruments are made to ensure symmetrical density.

Another tactic is to find wood that is already cut pretty thin. I have often
heard of instruments made from dynamite cases. The dynamite doesn't
impart any special tone, but the nitroglycerine absorbed by the wood can
give you a terrific headache. The point with the dynamite cases is that the
wood is already thin enough that it can be brought the rest of the way
down with a plane. These days you can often find wooden crating sawn
from tropical trees, some of which must be giant poison ivy trees, because
the sawdust has the same irritating effect on your skin. In any case, stop
planing the stuff when it gets below V& inch thick—Vie inch is too thin.

By now you know what a pain it is to get thin, flat wood and how bad
you would feel if you were to accidentally crack the back or soundboard
while sawing it to shape. You will find that it's safer to cut the outline by
keeping the wood flat against a flat board as you slice in with a sharp,
thin-bladed knife in several deepening passes. Be sure to cut the outline
oversized by Y& inch all around. You can either trim it up flush or leave a

slight overhang after you have glued it to the sides.

Just as the archetypal dulcimer has double-curved sides (like the tradi-
tional male two-handed sign for a woman's figure), it typically has four
heart-shaped soundholes in the face. Variations in the soundhole design
and placement are the distinctive signatures of individual makers. You can
make the conventional heart quickly by boring three holes in a triangle
and then finishing the shape with a knife. You can also ruin a lot of work
by accidentally splitting the soundboard with the screwpoint of the auger.
Either predrill clearance for the screwpoint or use a center bit that has
a center pike rather than a leadscrew. If you are going to hollow out the
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Fretwire is T-shaped to fit in slots sawn
across thefretboards. You can buy it from
an instrument repair shop.

underside of the fretboard (which comes next), you should also cut the
long openings into the top beneath where the fretboard will be glued by
this same method of boring first and slicing out.

Fretboard

Although you cut hearts in the soundboard, the real heart of the instru-
ment is the fretboard. It must have both strength and precision. When
you press a string down onto a fret, the free-vibrating length must not
buzz against the next fret down. The most precisely made fretboard can
become unplayable if it warps. Use all the precautions available against
warping: straight, even grain; dry wood; and second seasoning. Second
seasoning means shaping the wood very close to its final dimensions and
then setting it aside to dry some more before you make that final pass with
the jointer plane.

As I mentioned earlier, many dulcimer makers hollow the underside of
the fretboard. This lightens the fretboard while allowing it to retain much
of its stiffness. Although you will find it a simple task to hollow the back,
do it first and let the fretboard sit for a few days before the final planing.
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The Appalachian dulcimer.
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After &uing thefretboard to the

soundboard, glue the top to the sides,

tailpiece, and scroll, first clamping them

together in the gluing frame.

Ready for the bottom. You can see the

hollow in the underside of thefretboard

through the elongated holes in the top.

This is supposed to give the dulcimer a

better tone, but I take this on faith

because I can't hear it.

The face of the fretboard receives the frets and the strum hollow. The
strum hollow is a simple cutaway place near the tail end of the fretboard
that gives clearance for picking and strumming when you play. The frets
need to be laid out in the precise spacing given in the table or copied
from your model. The frets themselves can be made either with T-shaped
fretwire (which you buy from an instrument repair shop) driven into a
fine saw kerf or with wire staples driven into predrilled holes. If you buy
fretwire, buy enough to practice with.

The saw kerf must be well matched to the size of the wire and the hard-
ness of the wood. The wire needs to be a tight fit, but not so tight that it
exerts a wedging action on the fretboard and bows it back when all the
wires have been driven in. Softer wood will give more and can take fret-
wire in a narrower kerf than a hardwood like ebony. Make sure you have
the right combination before you proceed. Wet the kerf with a single drop
of water and tap the fretwire in at one end with a smooth-faced hammer.
Continue tapping down the fretwire until it is seated across the whole face
of the board and snip off the end. When all frets are in place, bevel their
ends with a file. As a final assurance that the frets are all level, dress them
with a large, flat, smooth file, sliding it up and down the frets until they
are all brightened by its passage. This will leave sharp corners that you
will need to round with files or abrasives.

The bridge and the nut hold the strings above the fretboard. They need
to be made of very hard stuff to keep the wire from biting in. They also
offer a chance to make some color contrast among the woods. Boxwood
or bone each look sharp inset against a walnut fretboard. The bridge at
the foot of the instrument can be either free-moving or inset. Although
insetting the bridge will keep it from slipping, don't glue it into place. This
will enable you to make height and depth adjustments should you need
them. The nut fits between the fretboard and the head in the same way.
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Assembly Set the bottom down in the gluing frame
and then glue the top assembly down

To help you assemble this curvy box, you will need to make a combined
bending jig and gluing frame, or mold. This is simply a flat board fitted
with pegs to hold the dulcimer sides and screw-down clamps (a bunch of

woodscrews and wooden blocks) to hold the dulcimer under pressure as

the glue dries. Start making the mold by tracing the outline of the dul-
cimer on the board, then locate the centers for eleven pegs on each side.
Make sure that a peg resides within the nadir of each concavity, matching

the peg locations on both sides. Bore all the holes for the pegs to the same
depth, or go all the way through. These pegs must be removable, and they

on it.
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must protrude Vs inch less than the height of the sides. Situate eleven wood
screws evenly up and down each side, far enough back from the line to let
the turnbutton swing clear (about 3/s inch).

When all the parts are ready to go together, use good hide glue and join
the parts in the following sequence:

• Glue the bent sides to the head and tailpiece in the mold.
• On a flat table, glue the fretboard to the soundboard.
• When these two subassemblies are dry, glue them together in the

mold by running a thin bead of glue around the top of the sides,
head and tailpiece, setting the top and fretboard in place, and clamp-
ing it down with the turnbuttons and woodscrews.

• When the top has set overnight, remove it from the mold, pull out
the inner set of pegs, and drop in the back. Affix your label or sign
your name on the inside of the bottom where you can see it through
one of the sound holes in the top. (So that's how they do it!) Run a
bead of glue around the underedge of the assembled top and sides
and set it down on the bottom. Turn down the screws and let it dry
again overnight.

When you remove the finished dulcimer from the mold, trim the edges
with your knife, either flush with the sides or with a slight overhang. Care-
fully sand the instrument all over and finish it with varnish. You can either
buy dulcimer strings or use banjo second strings and one banjo fourth
string for the bass. Drive a stout pair of nails or screws into the tailpiece to
anchor the strings and wind the other end onto the pegs. There are many
alternate ways of tuning a dulcimer, but I have to leave you to the wisdom
of others at this point. I know how to put the music into the wood, but 1
leave it to my betters to get it back out.

WVLKING-STICK FLUTE

Guil.: I know no touch of it, my lord.

Ham.: It is as easy as lying. Govern these ventages with your fingers and

thumb, give it breath with your mouth, and it will discourse most eloquent

music. Look you, these are the stops.

- William Shakespeare, Hamlet, 1601

Flutes and recorders are fun to make and to play. You can work in a [opposite]
small space, you don't need a lot of wood or too many special tools to Trim the top to match the sides, either
get started, and the opportunities for improvement are abundant. Best of flush or with a slight overhang. The
all, not everybody's doing it. Making flutes and recorders basically just boxwood bridge is set into a notch in the
requires some augers and chisels. You will also need a lathe with a hollow end of the fretboard. The nails in the en.
center at one end, but you can make this yourself. The simple proce- grain anchor the loops of the strings.
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The walking-stkk flute and the boxwood
recorder.

dure consists of boring an initial small hole through the length of a stick,
reboring the hole to a stepped taper, reaming the taper smooth, then fin-
ishing up with the fingerholes. A recorder is harder to make than a flute,
so we will begin with a fife.

Bamboo Fife

We start with the bamboo fife because the borehole is already there. The
outside is finished as well, so you don't need a lathe. All you need to do is
cut a piece to the required length, break through a node if need be, cut the
mouth hole (or embouchure, as it is properly called), cut the fingerholes,
and learn how to play.

Well, that was quick. I hope you remembered from making the Bali-
nese whirlygig how to put a hole through bamboo without splitting it. Yo.
may just want to use a node as the stop; otherwise, cut a cork to sit just
an embouchure's diameter away from the embouchure. You will occasion-
ally find bamboo that has turned dusty black. This polishes to a brilliant
ebony. Polish with a cloth, but no more than that. The surface of bamboo
is very delicate and shows scratches quite plainly.

My favorite instrument, the bamboo fife.
All you need is the gross and a knife.

Wooden Flute

You need good wood to make flutes and recorders. Michala Petri, the
Danish virtuoso, plays recorders made from grenadilla, or African black-
wood, a rare relative of rosewood. "It makes the tones that project the best
in the big concert halls." She has many recorders, all made to the same
specifications, "but still they turn out very different, because wood is a
living material." The rest of us will consider ourselves most fortunate to
acquire boxwood or pear wood to make recorders from. You may have to
poke about to find one of these rarer woods, but in the meantime, hard
maple or cherry will do well and are generally available. If you cut fresh
wood, put it aside for as long as you can to allow it to season.

If you doubt your ability to tell when the wood is dry, weigh it every
few weeks, recording the weight each time. When the wood stops losing
weight, it has reached equilibrium with the moisture in its environment.
Small pieces will dry faster than fatter ones. You may wish to work the
wood down into billets measuring about 1 V^ inches in diameter and an
inch or so longer than the desired final length of the instrument. The wood
will also dry faster if you bore out a pilot hole down the length, but this
creates a potential problem with warping, which would require you to
rebore the hole—but it's worth a try. Cow dung is apparently just as good
as wax for sealing the end grain to prevent cracking, but I would not use
it for making wind instruments.
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Bamboo Fife 1:2

The flute, recorder, and fife.
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Bore the inside of the flute (or other
instrument) on the lathe using a hollow
center made from a brass plumbing tee.
The auger in the picture is a hpped "nose
auger." Although these cut straightest, an
electrician's twisty bit or even a spade bit
will do as well.

A Hollow Center

Before you can bore the length of the flute or recorder on the lathe, you
must make a special tool called a hollow center. A hollow center holds
one end of the spinning wood and allows you to pass an auger through it
into the end grain. I suppose you can buy this tool, but most people make
one from a brass plumbing tee. This is a T-shaped joint for connecting
three pieces of pipe. Turn a hickory-hard shaft to fit tightly through the
long top of the tee. Force this shaft through the tee and fit it back into
the lathe. Hold a file against one end of the spinning tee and turn it down
to a sharp edge all around. Keep the lathe speed way down and stand off
to one side—the off-center brass tee can be thrown from the lathe with
killing speed. With an added length of pipe, this hollow center can fit in
the tool rest mount of an iron lathe. On a wooden lathe, you can easily
make an extra wooden tail stock to hold it.

Mandrels and Turning

Before the flute blank can go in the lathe, you need to make a place in its
end for the hollow center to fit. A twist auger will do this very well. Turn it
in by hand just enough for the lips to make a track. Rub a little beeswax in
the track before you mount the stock. To keep any off-centeredness from
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wasting energy as you bore, turn the outside to a cylinder of roughly the
final size.

You can bore with almost any auger that doesn't have a lead screw.
Electricians' installer bits are long enough and are easily available. (You
can also buy or make the proper kind of lipped cylinder auger, but the
installer bit will get you started.) Begin by boring down the whole length
with a 3/8-inch drill, then follow with a l/i-inch spade bit. The spade bit
will stay centered by the first pilot hole. Be sure to pull the drill back and
clear out the dust every few seconds or it will become hopelessly jammed.

Whatever drill you use, don't bore so far down that you hit the center
on the far end. To complete the bore, you need to reverse the piece in
the lathe, prepare the unbored end to fit in the hollow center, and make
a little mandrel to help you center the previously bored end in the lathe.
The mandrel is quick to make. Set a good piece of hardwood in the lathe,
turn it true, and then turn it down until it fits snugly within the bore of
the flute. Push the mandrel into the end of the bored-out piece, return the
whole affair to the lathe, and bore that last little bit.

This flute has a tapered bore, so now you need to enlarge the hole in
two stages. First, rebore down two-thirds of the length with a 5/s-inch bit,
then rebore one-third of the length again with a 3/4-inch bit. These stepped
holes will make a workable flute, but you can readily make a reamer to
smooth the bore.

When one end has been bored to the final

size, remove the flute from the lathe and

insert a mandrel turned to fit snugly in

the bore. Return the flute to the lathe

with the ends reversed and bore into the

other end until the holes meet.
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Reamers

Professional steel reamers are plenty expensive, but you can make a per-
fectly good one from hickory and a hacksaw blade. Choose a piece of
hickory or other hardwood and turn it down to just under the size and
taper of the final bore that you want. Now take a fine backsaw and cut
a Vt-inch deep slot down the length of the shaft. This slot will hold the
cutting blade, which you can shear off from a hacksaw or bandsaw blade,
cutting it lengthwise with tinsnips. Drive this blade into the slot and then
sharpen it by sliding a file down its length. Leave less than VK inch of the
blade protruding from the diameter of the hickory shaft. Try the scraper
out by inserting it into the stepped hole and turning it clockwise. The hole
will need to be cleared of scrapings frequently. You may want to cut a
space for the scrapings to gather on the leading edge of the blade, but try
it out before you cut too much. The more you cut away, the weaker the
reamer gets, and the more tenuous its grip on the blade.

j
Bring the bore to the final taper with a
hickory (or other very hard wood)
reamer with a hacksaw blade cutter.

Fingerholes and Finish

Once the hole has been bored and reamed, you can return the flute to the
lathe and turn the outside to its final shape. The thickness of the cylinder
walls affects the depth of the fingerholes, which in turn affects the pitch
of the instrument. To some degree the pitch can be corrected by chang-
ing the placement of the cork stopper. My earlier guideline of an offset

equal to the diameter of the embouchure is just for starters. If you do not
have a flute to copy, you can use the measurements for the placement and
diameters of the fingerholes that I have listed here. A good way to transfer
measurements from one flute to another is by using a long strip of paper.
Hold the strip on the flute you want to copy and run your finger down its
length to leave impressions of the fingerholes on the paper.

BOXWOOD RECORDER

If you were to mention a flute to eighteenth-century Europeans, they
would think of what we recognize today as a recorder. The recorder lost
popularity at the end of the eighteenth century and essentially disappeared
until its twentieth-century revival. A recorder is a bit more difficult to
make than a transverse flute, but it is much easier to play. All you have to
do is blow in one end and you get a sound.

A recorder is easier to finger, too. It has only eight holes, and you prob-
ably have ten fingers. Each finger belongs to only one hole and never has
to move. You will see the reason for the exterior shape as you handle
the instrument. The bulbous thickening of the socket end reinforces it
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The blade will need to be cleared

frequently of scrapings, but it works

surprisingly fast
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The steps in making the top piece of the

recorder. Starting on the left, the rough

blank is bored through. Next the exterior

is turned on the lathe with the aid of

mandrels inserted into the end. Then the

windway and window are cut and the red

cedar fipple inserted. Finally, the

mouthpiece is cut away. This finished

piece is boxwood; the others are pear.

against splitting. The thickening at the mouthpiece adds strength. The re-
corder requires a 6-inch section for the top piece and a 10-inch section
for the lower piece. I make the lower section of a single piece of wood
but, like many makers, retain the bulbosity of those that are made with a
lower joint.

Top Piece

Unlike the flute, the top of the recorder can be made by first boring the
hole through the length of the rough billet with a regular brace and bit.
You then place it in the lathe and turn the exterior concentric to that axis.
Bore the larger socket hole first, then center the auger for the smaller fipple
hole within it and continue to bore the rest of the way through. The socket
of the top piece of the recorder must be made larger than the rest of the
bore to prevent a sudden change in the diameter of the interior bore at
the joint. A well-sharpened 3/4-inch spade or spiral bit and considerable
pressure will do the trick. The end grain of boxwood is about as hard as
wood gets. If the cutting edge of your auger is dubbed over, you will get
nowhere.

Bore the socket % inch deep, but include in this depth the cut made
by the scoring lips on the perimeter of your spiral auger, should you use
one. The wood scored by these lips will soon break out as the inner hole is
bored. Change to the %-inch bit for this inner or fipple bore. The smaller
bit will find the center left by the larger one. Here you see another good
reason to bore first, turn second. The thicker billet is much less likely to
be split by the passage of the auger than would a cylinder already turned
down to its final diameter.
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A regular spiral auger mil bore the top

piece if it is sharp enough. Bore the larger

hole for the socket to attach the foot first,

then bore the smaller hole for thefipple

within it to pass the rest of the way

through.
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Begin the mouth by drilling two small

holes that can be enlarged with chisels.

The rope around the recorder passes

through a hole in the bench top down in a

loop by the floor where it can be held

with foot pressure.

As you did with the flute, turn mandrels to fit info the ends of the re-
corder so that it can fit in the lathe. Check that the fit of the mandrel is
not so snug that you will risk cracking open the top piece, which is going
to become thinner-walled as the work progresses.

In turning boxwood, you cannot proceed with the same verve as you
might with softer stuff. You can shape the boxwood with gouges, but when
you get down to the closer cuts, you will do better by scraping. You can
make scrapers from old files that have been sharpened to an abrupt angle
on the edge. With scrapers, you need to set the tool rest close to the work
and hold the handle end high so that the point of contact is about level
with the axis of rotation. Joseph Moxon aptly described the work of box-
wood turners in his 1678 Mechanick Exercises: "Holding the basil'd Edge of
the Knife close against the Work while it comes about: For then its sharp
Edge scrapes or shaves off the little roughness the grosser Tools left upon
the Work."
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Cutting the Mouth Carefully chisel the ramp down to the
sharp windcutter.

Making the mouth opening is the most critical step, for once this cut is
made, the voice of the instrument is established. I have made too many
recorders with a mouth that was too open, giving them a breathy voice.
The mouth begins as a row of Vs-inch-diameter holes drilled at the shoul-
der of the turned ring. A dismounted coping saw blade should fit into one
of the holes, allowing you to join them with a cut wide enough that a file
can then be inserted to bring the mouth to a proper rectangle.

The fragile, turned cylinder must be held firmly during these opera-
tions, but you don't want to crush it in the vise, either. The best way of
holding it is to use a long loop of sash cord set through a hole in the bench
top. Put the recorder through the loop on top of the bench and your foot
through the loop that hangs beneath the bench. The same arrangement
will hold the work as you carefully chisel the mouth to its final shape.
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Windway

The windway is the slot chiseled into the wall of the fipple bore that chan-
nels the air into collision with a sharp lip. Set the top piece on a peg that is
in turn set into the top of the bench and, with a 3/8-inch chisel, start down
at the mouth and work your way back, paring out a Vs-inch-deep slot.

The fipple will block the rest of the mouth-end bore, making the wind-
way the only place for air to pass through. The fipple will also get pretty
wet as you play. If the fipple wood swells more with moisture than the
outer wood, the outside will split. Use red cedar, which will expand less
than other wood due to the resins that render it less permeable.

Turn the fipple to a snug fit within the bore. Try the fit and then chisel
a 3/s-inch-wide flat face down one side, corresponding to the flat chiseled
within the bore. Now split out and pare smooth a sliver of cedar, 3/s inch
wide and a fat Vie inch thick, that you can glue to the flat on the fipple to
make the windway narrow down to a scant Vie inch at the mouth end.

The lip of the recorder is the sharp edge that forces the air stream into
oscillation. Insert a turned blank of wood into the bore to support the
lip as you chisel it. The lip needs to be flat on the inside as well, so you
must reach in from the socket end to shape it. Try to keep the mouth
from growing wider. The sharp edge of the lip should sit just below the
the middle of the windway. Once you have finished the sharpening, you
can try out the tone. There ought to be a special name for the first note to
come from a block of wood.

When you are happy with fipple and its relationship to the mouth (you
may need to move it in and out to find the best tone), saw the mouthpiece
into its final shape with a coping or turning saw. The top is done, the foot
now begun.

Foot

Proceed with the foot of the recorder just as you did with the flute. Start
with a 3/8-inch auger and finish up with a Vz-inch-diameter one. You can
make a reamer similar to the one for the flute or adopt a more rough-and-

ready method such as leveling the steps by stroking the inner walls with
a long installers twisty bit. You will need hickory mandrels for turning
the outside of the recorder foot. The tenon that joins the foot to the top
is particularly fragile. Be sure that the mandrel is not so tight a fit that it
splits the end of the tenon. To ensure a snug fit into the socket of the top

piece, turn the tenon just a bit undersized and wrap it with thread. Rub

the thread with cork grease from an instrument shop, which, with luck,
might also carry the proper lapping thread for the wrapping.

Lay out and drill the fingerholes according to the table. These can be fur- flat slat glued to one side to fit into the

ther tuned by enlarging a hole to raise its pitch. You can play the recorder chiseled windway. When all is well, use a
now, but for any real use it needs a moisture-proofroof finsh.

[opposite]

The red cedar fipple plug has a thin,

coping saw to cut away the mouthpiece.uthplace.ce.
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Turning the tenon on the foot to fit the

socket in the top piece is a critical step.

The mandrel at center fits into both

pieces and can be used as a guide for the

finished diameter of the tenon. Notice

the shoulder within the socket that makes

the bore smooth throughout the whole

length of the instrument.

Joseph Moxon also gave advice on finishing boxwood. "Lastly, . . . hold
either a piece of Seal-skin or Dutch Reeds (whose outer Skin or Filme
somewhat finely cuts) pretty hard against the Work, and so make it smooth
enough to polish . . . with Bees-wax, viz. by holding Bees-wax against it, till
it have sufficiently toucht it all over; and press it hard into it by holding
hard the edge of a Flat piece of hard Wood, . . . as the Work is going
about . . . set a Gloss on it with a very dry Woollen Rag, lightly smear'd
with Ballad Oyl"
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The Dutch reed, scouring rush, or
horsetail plant mentioned by Moxon is
the genus Equisetum. It has abrasive
silica in all parts of the plant and mil put
a fine polish on wood and metal. This is
an ancient fernlike plant that once grew

as trees. There is a patch growing where
Quarterpath Road crosses the dam at
Tutter's Pond on the east side of
Williamsburg, Virginia (should you
be in the neighborhood).




